The outerjoin operator is currently available in the query language of several major DBMSS, and it is included in the proposed SQL2 standard draft. However, 'associativity problems" of the operator have been pointed out since its introduction.
Introduction

Mot ivat ion
Relational query languages and optimizers are designed to exploit the properties of Select/Project/Join (! S/P/J) queries.
In particular, they depend on the fact that join queries can be unambiguously specified using a query graph. The graph does not. impose a partial ordering on the operations, but instead shows relations as nodes, and join predicates as edges. Since execution order is inessential to the query's semantics, languages and optimization of S/P/J queries are relatively simple:
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But there are applications of matching elements of two relations that are not expressed properly by means of join.
A problem arises if we want to preserve all elements of one (or both) of the relations in the result, even if there is no mat thing element in the other relation.
As an example, in a listing of customers and their purchase orders, we often want to see all customers, even those without purchase orders. To obtain this rather natural result in standard SQL, we have to compute the union of two SQL query blocks, one of which has an additional nested block.
The outer-join operator is a modification of join that adds to the result the non-matching tuples from one or both of the relations being combined. One-sided or left outerjoin preserves only one of its arguments.
It is used basically to flatten conceptual hierarchies, where some of the "parents"
have no "children" In this paper we propose a shift in the intuition behind outerjoin: Instead of computing the join while also preserving its arguments, outerjoin delivers tuples that come either from the join or from the arguments.
O/J queries deliver tuples that come from one out of several joins (a single relation is a trivial join). An advantage of this view is that, in contrast to preservation, disjunction is commutative and associative, which is a significant property for intuition, formalisms, and generation of execution plans.
Basic Definitions
We adhere to the usual concepts and notation of relational algebra and relational calculus.
A scheme is a finite set of attribute names. A tuple t on scheme S is an assignment of values to attribute names in S, The scheme of tuple t is denoted sch(t).
For X~sch(t), we say t is a tuple over X. A null tuple on scheme S hss a null value assigned for all attributes, and is denoted nulls.
Tuples t1, t2 on schemes S1, S2, respectively, can be concatenated if the schemes are disjoint or the assignments coincide for all attributes in S1 n S2 in both tuples. The concatenation is a tuple on S1 U S2, whose assignment coincides with that oft 1 for attributes in S1, and with that of tz for attributes in S2. Concatenation of tuples tl,t2 is denoted (tl, t2). If t is a tuple on scheme S, we may obtain a tuple t'on scheme S'~S by padding, i. e. concatenating t with nullsl_s.
A relation on scheme S is a finite set of tuples on scheme S. The scheme of relation R is denoted sch(R).
A database is a set of relations whose schemes are mutually disjoint; they will be called base relations.
A tuple predicate p is defined on some set of attributes Definition. Let G = (V, E) be a query graph. The join evaluation of a query graph is
where {pi, . . ., p~} are the labels of edges E and {Rl, ..., I&} are the labels of nodes V.
Definition. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and V'~V.
When the query graph G is understood, we write the join evaluation of a subgraph M (GIVJ ) simply as M (V'). Each term of a join-disjunctive query corresponds to a join, and the query result contains the results of these various joins. Although not required, join-disjunctions on G often contain a term for the join evaluation of the whole graph w(G).
Since both minimum union and joins are commutative and associative, join-disjunctive queries can be specified in a set notation.
Given a query graph G, we write query 
if R1=R1l, R2=R2J.
if R3=R3J.
Identities 1 and 2 above are straightforward, but distributivity of join over minimal union, identity 3, requires closer analysis. It is based on the distributivity of cart esian product and selection over minimal union, but there is a problem with selection, because it does not always commute with removal of subsumed tuples. For instance, assume tl c R J, t2 c R, tl is the only tuple that subsumes t2, p is false in tl, but p is true in tz. Then t2 @ IYP(R J), but tz E (apR) 1.
However, this problem does not appear under our stated assumption that predicates are strong on each attribute they reference.
We shall assume that base relations do not contain subsumed tuples -which is usually the csse in practice, given that tuples have some user-or system-assigned unique identifier.
Then, by identities 1-3, intermediate results in join/outerjoin queries do not contain subsumed tuples.
The following example illustrates how to rewrite a query as a join-disjunction, using identities 1-3.
Example
3 The query (Rl 'z R2) 'z R3 is rewritten as a join-disjunction as follows: 
for all conditions between relations in Vli and V2j, and perhaps more. Example 7 For the example 6 above, the query graph G1 = graph(Ql ) contains only two edges, p'p, p'j, but the implied graph G{ of G1 contains edges psp, p'~, PPI -this G' is also the implied graph of G2 = graph(Qz).
The full disjunction of G', which cannot be computed by full outerjoins only, is the following: This reduction can be viewed as an optional preprocessing step, because, whether or not the base relations are reduced, it is still necessary to select a join evaluation order for the query. The preprocessing step pays off when its cost is lower than the cost reduction it brings to the evaluation of the actual query.
In general, for a given join/outerjoin (or simply join) query Q, the tuples of& needed to answer Q are given by~sc@,)Q. When Q includes outerjoins, sometimes Ri = n,ChfB,]Q, so all tuples of & are relevant to the result and no reduction is possible on that relation. Descendant and child are the inverses of ancestor and parent, respectively. The reduced relation R: is the union of relations Ri17..., &m.
The above procedure can be used to find a reduction plan for every relation in the query.
Since the different reduction plans may contain common work, it is important to schedule semijoins so that work is not duplicated.
We do not consider that problem here. Since there are no common tuples in the join RI M R2 and null-padded antijoin RI D R2, computing their union reduces to merging two streams of tuples.
Some join algorithms are easy to modify so that, conceptually, they return two independent output streams, one with the result of the join, and the other with the result of the ant ij oin. Then, merging these two streams yields the outerjoin.
In particular, many join algorithms distinguish an outer and an inner relation, and for each tuple in the outer relation they find all matching tuples of the inner relation -e. g. Definition. Let Q be a join-disjunctive query whose result has scheme S, and V be a term of Q. Assume Q' is the join-disjunctive query containing all terms of Q, except V. Let R' be the result of eval(Q'), padded to scheme S. The contribution of V to Q is defined aa eval(Q) -R'.
Observation
11. Let Q = {Vi,...,Vn} be a joindisjunctive query, and let Si be the scheme of the result of some term w (~).
Assume~,, . . . .~m are the parents of~in Q. If m = O, then the contribution (up to padding) of u to Q is N (Vi); otherwise, the contribution (up to padding) of u to Q is ((w (W)) -s, (~(u, ))) n " " " (l ((Ca(14) )-TS, (Ca(14m))).
Each of the relational differences to be intersected corresponds to an antijoin. Join operators compute join and semijoin simultaneously; the join is sent through streams starting on a solid circle (.), and the semijoin is sent through streams starting on a hollow circle (0). Contributions are computed, in general, as the result of a relational difference, which takes its "positive" stream of tuples from the solid input (.), and its "negative" stream(s) from the hollow inputs (0).
For example, the contribution of R1 is computed based on a "positive" stream coming from RI, and a "negative" stream coming from a semijoin of operator c+.
The contribution of R2 requires two "negative" streams, one from operator DCI1, and another from operator N2. Operator CU4computes join w (RI R2R3), and aiso generalized semijoins~sch(R,R,J(W (R1R2 R3)), Example 11 Figure  3 shows a way to compute the join-disjunctive query of example 9, Q = {RIRzRs, RzRs, RIRz, R,, R'} on predicates p'2, p23. Operators compute join and antijoin simultaneously; the join is sent through streams starting on a solid circle (.), and the antijoin is sent through streams starting on a hollow circle (0) 
